
How to make a placard
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Keisha and the Bee Squad use  
placards and posters with messages  
on to tell people about their cause  
e.g. ‘Rabbits’ Rights Now!’ Use these 
instructions to make a placard about 
causes important to you!

Materials needed:
· A few sheets of A4 paper
· A stick from your garden or local park
· An empty cereal box
· A ruler
· A pencil
· Coloured paints/pens/pencils
· Sellotape 

Step 1: Create your message to support your cause.
Think about what you care about. Is it the environment? Maybe it’s animal 
welfare? It can be anything that is important to you. It could just be a kind 
message you want to share with the world such as wanting people to be 
happy. Remember it has to be a short, bold sentence to fit onto your card!
Grab your A4 paper and write out your message.

Step 2: Design your Placard.
Grab your colouring pencils and design your poster. You could use felt tip  
pens, paint or glitter to make your sign bright and eye-catching.

Step 3: Assemble the Placard
Cut the cereal box into the shape of a large rectangle. Use Sellotape to stick 
your message and design to the cardboard. Turn the cardboard over and tape 
the stick securely on the back.

Step 4: #JoinTheBeeSquad
Practise carrying your placard and chant your message.  
Share with friends and family; just like Keisha and the Bee Squad! All artwork on this page is 5 up - except title page art

Activity Sheets - #JoinTheBeeSquad



Design your own badges
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Bzzzz! Congratulations, you’ve just joined the Bee Squad! 
Help Keisha, KD and Paisley by designing your own badges. 

All artwork on this page is 5 up - except title page art
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Acts of Kindness activity
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The first rule of the Bee Squad is to Be Kind. Fill 
in the empty spaces with random acts of kindness 
to show how you can help the people and world 
around you. 

All artwork on this page is 5 up - except title page art
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